Introduction
The power electronics is exposed to extreme environmental conditions during the operation like dust, temperature, humidity, vibrations or chemicals. The mission profile of the temperature and relative humidity has a wide range dependent on application and the location of operation.

In some mining applications the relative humidity level reach even almost 100% with condensation, drip and high pressure water spray for dust control [1].

The IGBT power module as a key components of power electronics is suspended even to such harsh environment. Although the temperature influence on power semiconductor life-time was investigated quite intensively, the humidity was not taken into the account so far due to the missing life-time models or knowledge about failure mechanisms. Especially for case type high voltage IGBT power modules the humidity becomes important parameter due to the non-hermetic package design and the high electric field at semiconductor interfaces, like passivation area. As a result it was necessary to investigate the humidity caused failure mechanisms more deeply and to establish the needed life-time models.

In this article the Mitsubishi Electric investigation results are presented in regards to the humidity and condensation influence on high voltage IGBT power modules durability.

Humidity failure mechanisms and life-time model
The electromechanical migration (ECM) and aluminum corrosion are two possible and well described [2] failure mechanisms of power semiconductors caused by humidity. In the first case (ECM) a dendrite grow of Cu or Ag can be detected on the chip passivation area. In the second case the Aluminum metallization is corroded on the guard-ring.

Besides above described two failure mechanisms caused by humidity and requiring a long time influence Mitsubishi Electric found and published one other failure mechanism that may happen even after short humidity or condensation impact [4]. This failure may appear in case of gel polarization and surface charge accumulation at high voltage above guard ring area. In the figure 1 the principle structure of chip guard ring area with the gel polarization effect is shown. The moisture absorption in the module accelerates the polarization. From the polarization resulting surface charge accumulation above the chip’s guard ring area causes the blocking capability degradation of the device. This may finally lead to device failure.
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Figure 1: Principle chip guard ring area with gel polarization effect.

Figure 2: Leakage current increase after condensation event
This phenomenon can be detected by leakage current increase after condensation event. The leakage current increase happens not immediately. It takes several seconds before the current rises after voltage is applied. In figure 2 the comparison of the leakage current characteristic between dry condition and after condensation is shown.

The knowledge of failure mechanism only is not enough to decide whether the power device will operate the desired time under given conditions. That’s why Mitsubishi Electric developed and proposed a life time model considering the humidity as below [2]:

\[ LT = \frac{LT_b}{\frac{\pi_H}{\pi_T} \cdot \pi_Y} \]

LT is the estimated life time of the power device. The coefficients \( \pi_H \), \( \pi_T \) and \( \pi_Y \) are the acceleration factors proposed by [3]. These factors can be defined by HV-H3TRB measurements at different conditions. The \( LT_b \) is the basic life time. It can be calculated from the transformation of different conditions used during the HV-H3TRB evaluation to only one reference condition for example 75%RH, 25°C and 1500V (for 3300V IGBT-Module).

In the following example it is shown how the humidity related parameters can be defined and calculated using 3300V IGBT Module. In the first step the humidity acceleration factor \( \pi_H \) can be calculated using the results from two HV-H3TRB tests. One test (test A) was performed at 85% RH the second test (test B) was performed at 95% RH.

\[ \pi_H = \frac{3023 \, h \,(85\% RH)}{309 \, h \,(95\% RH)} = 9.78 \]

For this calculation the 50% Weibull distribution values were used. Other test parameters like temperature and voltage were kept same for both tests. Detailed evaluation result are shown in figure 3 below.

![Figure 3: HV-H3TRB evaluation result with 3300V IGBT.](image)

In the second step the empirical factor \( x \) using Peck’s model can be calculated as below:

\[ x = \frac{\ln(\pi_H)}{\ln\left(\frac{RH_{chip}}{RH_u}\right)} = \ln(9.78) = 20.5 \]

In the final step each testing point from HV-H3TRB evaluation can be transformed to the base line at reference conditions (75%RH, 25°C, 1500V) to define the basic life time (\( LT_b \)).

All the transferred testing points from different HV-H3TRB test can be plotted into one Weibull diagram as shown in figure 4. As a result the basic life time can be estimated at the reference conditions for example considering 10% probability value from this Weibull distribution.

From the established humidity life-time model the user can learn a lot. For example the IGBT-Module life-time curves can be drawn in humidity vs. temperature diagram to investigate the impact of temperature increase on the life-time as shown in figure 5. During the operation the absolute humidity is almost constant on the other hand the temperature is fluctuating. The diagram in figure 5 shows that even small increase of temperature by 4°C at the same absolute humidity can increase the device life time by 30 times. That is why the starting of the inverter should be carefully considered because of low temperature.

![Figure 5: Impact of temperature increase on the module life-time.](image)

IGBT-Module condensation test method
The original condensation test method to check power device robustness against condensation was proposed by Mitsubishi Electric in 2015 [4]. Before condensation event the power module was placed into the humidity chamber at the conditions of 85°C and 85%RH for 36 hours. This time is required to ensure that the humidity reached all parts inside the IGBT module. The power device will be like “saturated” with humidity. After the storage in the humidity chamber the samples will be cooled down rapidly from 85°C to 10°C using a heat sink outside the climate chamber. This rapid cooling event causes the condensation inside the power module. Finally the leakage current will be monitored after the condensation and compared with the characteristic before condensation. The worst case field conditions are usually not so hard as used during the performed condensation testing. According to IEC 60721-3-5 SK2 standard the pre-condition for rapid temperature change is 35°C and 95%RH. The testing with the conventional approach at such conditions would be very time consuming.
A new automatic condensation test approach was proposed by Mitsubishi Electric to perform the cycling condensation test more efficient using the humidity chamber [5]. This automatic test is helpful to derive the acceleration factors between the field conditions and the hard qualification tests. The proposed new test sequence for condensation test is shown in figure 6. Instead of cooling down the power module externally using the heatsink the climate chamber is used to generate the condensation. The advantage is that the comparable results to the conventional test can be achieved more efficient and quicker.

Latest high voltage IGBT module technologies

During the humidity investigation of the existing power modules the most sensitive design components were identified. The big influence on the device robustness against humidity had the selection of the proper silicone gel and the design of the chip passivation structure (guard-ring). Especially the passivation structure improvement leads to enhancements of the device robustness against humidity. The invented by Mitsubishi Electric surface charge control (SCC) technology of the passivation area is the key factor to improve power device durability. It contains a semi-insulation layer above the Si guard ring structure as shown in figure 7.

This semi-insulation layer avoids the accumulation of surface charges [6]. The latest X-Series high voltage power modules from Mitsubishi Electric use the SCC - technology.

The X-Series power device capability against condensation was tested using the above described cycling condensation test and compared to the conventional module. When evaluating the conventional module an acceleration factor of 80 was found between 85°C/85%RH and 36°C/95%RH. When comparing the new X-series with conventional design at 85°C/85%RH an improvement by more than 100 times was confirmed by testing. From these test results an unprecedented robustness against 8000 condensation events under IEC 60721-3-5 5K2 reference conditions can be derived for the new X-series, see Fig.8.

Conclusion

With the latest X-Series high voltage IGBT modules the device capability could be improved against the humidity and condensation. Also the basic approach to define the life time model for the humidity is established providing to the user the confidence of the proper inverter operation. On the other hand the upcoming SiC technology is still challenging especially considering the smaller structures and new materials. The lessons learned in the past with Si IGBT can be partially utilized and used also for SiC high voltage power modules in the future.
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Figure 6: New test sequence for cycling condensation test.

Figure 7: Surface charge control technology

Figure 8: X-Series technology against humidity and condensation in comparison to the conventional product.
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